Amendment No. AM_133_0433

H. B. No. 133
As Introduced

Topic: Include reserve duty members

____________________ moved to amend as follows:

In line 7 of the title, delete "active" and insert "military"

In line 37, delete "uniformed" and insert ":

"Active guard and reserve" has the meaning defined in 10 U.S.C. 101.

"Military duty" includes service in the uniformed services on active duty, in the active guard and reserve, and as a military technician dual status under 10 U.S.C. 10216.

"Uniformed"

In line 38, delete "same"; delete "as" and insert "defined"

In line 52, delete "member of the uniformed services and is"

In line 53, delete "active"; delete ", or is a military"

Delete line 54

In line 55, delete "to duty in this state"

In line 70, delete "ordered to active" and insert "on"; delete ", or"
In line 71, delete "transferred to duty,\); delete "another" and insert "this"; delete "or jurisdiction, is"
Delete line 72
In line 73, delete "military technician dual status has ended"
In line 75, delete "was ordered to serve in an active" and insert "began"
In line 76, delete "position, or was transferred to duty,\"
In line 78, delete "a member"
Delete line 79
In line 80, delete "status" and insert "an individual on military duty"

The motion was __________ agreed to.